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IN'TRODUC!l!ION' 
· A lmo"!ledge of the resistance to flow of a body placed 
in a stream of flui:i is necessary for many problems in 
hydraulice,aeronautics, and ventilation. A large amount of 
experimental and theoretical effort has been expended in-
vestigating the drag characteristi~s of single bodies and 
small groups of similar bodies. Only a small amount of in-
complete data is available regarding the performance of a 
long series of similar obstacles. This latter material was 
obtained for air flowing past supporting timber sets in mines. 
Since the dimensions of the mine shafts varied at different 
sections, the results of the experiments merely indicated 
the possibilities of obtaining different pressure losses de-
pending on the size, shape, and. spacing of the timber sets. 
Therefore, more data are needed regarding the drag characte-
ristics of long series of obstacles. 
OBJECT 
The aim of this investigation has been to supply addi-
tional experimental data regarding turbulent flow and in 
particular, to study the phenomena produced by a relatively 
long series of similar bodies fo~ming an obstruction to flow. 
The problem has been treated exclusively by experimental 
means, since, in the present stage of.development in the 
hyd.rodynamic theory, it is practically impossible to theore-
tically compute with any degree of reliability the characte-
ristics of the highly complex turbulent conditions existing 
Within the experimental apparatus. 
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DESCRIPTION OF .APPARATUS 
TURBULENCE TUBE. !he experimental equipment consisted 
of the turbulence tube and the measuring devices necessary 
to obtain the required readings. The turbulence tube was 
the name adopted to describe the working section of the 
apparatus. Two li inch brass tees, each containing a 6 inch 
length of li extra heavy braes pipe screwed. into one opening 
and a plug screwed into the opposite opening, a 3/8 inch 
brass rod. fastened. to the upper plug and. extending through 
a hole drilled. in the lower plug, with a 36 inch length of 
1.333 inch inside diameter brass tubing placed concentric 
with the rod. between the 6 inch lengths of pipe constitute 
the parts of the turbulence tube (shown digra.mrnatieally _'in 
Fig. 1.). When tension is produced. in the rod by means of 
an external spring, all components of the apparatus become 
fixed.. The details of construction are as follows: :tour 
piezometer connections, placed. 90 deg. apart, were drilled. 
in each 6 inch length of pipe using a No.60 drill: t.he 
inside diameter of the brass pipe was made equivalent to the 
inner diameter of the intermediate section of brass tubing: 
~pecial care was exerted. during the machining operations in 
order to eliminate the possibility of burs remaining around. 
the piezometer holes: t~e,: upper pipe length was flared. at 
the inlet in an effort to reduce detrimental entrace condi-
tions: :t::r:t putting the apparatus together, paper gaskets were 
used., and necessary precautions taken to insure the inside edge 
of the gasket being just flush with the inner surfaces of' the 
pipe sections and. tuba. The apparatus was designed for the 
easy removal of the intermediate section of brass tubing in 
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orde~ to be able to substitute a glass tube for the purpose 
of making visual observations. The injection,_ tube was pro-
vided as a means of placing dye or other indicating material 
in the flow stream. This injection tube was only used in the 
apparatus when it was required, otherwise the tube was elimi-
nated as it provided an additional source of possible trouble 
in the entrance conditions. A packing gland was included 
at the downstream end in order to make the turbulence tube 
completely leak-proof. 
CENTRAL ASSEMBLY. The bodies forming the obstructions 
to flow were termed disks and the pieces separating the disks 
were designated as spacers. The disks and spacers were all 
drilled to fit the 3/8 inch diameter rod. 11hus they could 
be strung on the rod like beads on a string, forming many 
different designs. This inner group of spacers and disks 
on the rod was called the central assembly. Several :lifferent 
sizes of disks and spacers were used to produce different 
relations between the obstructions and the enclosing tube. 
All disks had a uniform thickness, as they were made from 16 
gage brass, but there were five different diameters vary-
ing from 0.812 inches to 1.249 inches. Two sizes of spacers 
were included, t inch ani ! inch outside diameter. The 
length of the spacers was t cm. except some special ones 
which contained set screws and were longer. These special 
spacers were usei to place the central assembly at diffe-
rent positions with respect to the piezometer groups. The 
diagrams given in Fig. 2 illustrate the relative sizes of 
the disks, spacers, and the tube for some different com-
binations. A large number of distributions were of course 
' 
possi~le, but the work was limited to studying only a given 
fl.isle and spacer in any single set-up;. Thus, a given disk 
' . 
would be combined. with either one spacer or the other, but 
not both, in the same assembly. In addition, the ratio of 
spacers to disks was constant throughout the assembly for 
any one set-up, except 'in a few special cases which are 
.. 
carefully designated. in the data. 
AUXILIARY APPARATUS. The auxiliary apparatus employed 
included a water meter to determine the rate of flow, a cen-
trifugal pump to produce the required head, a surge tank to 
eliminate the pulsations produced by the meter and pump, and. 
a pressure gage to ascertain the magnitude of the head drop 
for a given length. The water was circulated by the cen-
trifugal pump, while the regular hydraulic laboratory storage 
tanks served as a reservoir. Fig. 3 presents a photograph 
and a diagramic sketch giving the general arrangement of the 
experimental equipment. 
. 
Ea.ch group of four piezometers was connected to a mani-
fold leading to one leg of a U-tube manometer. This instru-
ment was constructed of t inch inside diameter glass tubing, 
and mercury was used as the indicating fluid, with water 
filling the connections. The differential readings gave the 
drop in pressure between the piezometer groups. The scale 
consisted of a flexible steel rule graduated. in mm. sliding 
through one and. connected to the other brass slider. Each 
slider acted as a holier for a glass mirror with a fine line 
scratched on the surface. By this method., the d.ifferential 
mercury height could be reai to the nearest 1.0 mm. and esti-
mated. to the nearest 0.2 mm. since the fine scratch provided 
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a me~hod of eliminating errors due to parallax. In the glass 
·tube, any ordinary variation in diameter might have caused. 
a change in the differential mercury height of about 0.1 
mm. due to the difference in capillary effects, but this is 
less than the best reading and need not be considered. The 
maximum reading of the manometer is about 6 feet of mercury. 
l'RELIMI.NARY TESTS OF .APPARATUS 
WATER .METER. The water meter was a wobble plate, 
positive displacement type of instrument, graduated to read 
in pound.a. As it was a commercial meter, frequent calibrat-
ions were made throughout its use. Since the apparatus was 
found. water tight when under operation, it was then possible 
'to calibrate the meter by weighing the discharge from the 
-
turbulence tube. '£he capaeit y of the weighing equipment was 
300 pounds which was determined to the nearest quarter pound. 
The time required to fill the weighing system was taken with 
a stop watch. Fig. 4 presents the results from nine series 
of calibrations with temperatures varying from 63 to 92 deg. 
fahr. Thus not only is the calibration constant over a 
period of time, but reasonable temperature changes show no 
appreciable effect upon the rating. (The variation in the 
density for the temperature limits encountered is only about 
o.4 per cent}. 
M.AliOMETER. A rough test was employed to determine the 
difference in the pressure at any piezometer as compared with 
the group. In general, the differences were found to be less 
than the variations in pressure occurring during any one run. 
Some damping of the oscillations was accomplished by insert-
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ing sections of restricted area in the manometer connections. 
' ~ince the piezometer holes were so small, it was very im-
portant that no leaks occur if accurate results were to be 
obtained. All piezometer and manometer connections were 
r~gularly inspected for leaks, but none were discovered dur-
ing the course o:f the experiments. 'ivhen performing experi-
ments, precautions were taken to remove all air :from the 
pressure measuring system and at the conclusion of each test, 
the zero level of the manometer was checked. In summing up 
the features of the manometer, it was found to be a rapid, 
easily manipulated, and sufficiently accurate instrument. 
SURGE TANK. The pressure oscillations observed in the 
testing of the piezometers were mainly due to variations in 
flow conditions in the turbulence tube. The surge tank was 
equipped with a gage glass and the water level in the glass 
was generally very steady. The water meter pulsations were 
practically eliminated by the surge tank. The variations of 
pressure in the turbulence tube might have been due to the 
entrance conditions or a possible pulsating characterisiic 
of the flow about the obstructions. nowever, in general, 
the magnitude of the oscillations was not enough to seriously 
effect the readings. 
TURBULENCE TUBE WITH GLASS SECTION. In the preliminary 
work, a glass tube of approximately the same dimensions as 
the brass tube was used in order to visually observe the flow 
phenomena, and to obtain approximate data regarding the be-
havior of the water in the turbulence tube. Accurate results 
could not be expected from this glass tube since measurements 
showed it was not circular and the mean iiameter varied throughout 
the length. As the head varied directly with the square of the 
'1 
velo,oi ty, it was necessary that all d.iameters be constant 
within small limits. The glass. tube was satisfactory for 
visual observations and. for pictures, but the results were of 
little absolute value. However, the teat results with this 
tube were sufficiently accurate for comparative purposes. 
Fig. 5 presents the experimental results of all points obtained 
at various times d.uring the preliminary work, for a given 
arrangement of the central assembly with 13/16 inch disks and. 
four i inch spacers. Between the runs for this arrangement, 
other distributions were investigated.. Thus, the material 
of Fig. 5 indicates the general reproducibility of experi-
mental data. This figure also indicates the relations be-
tween the head. and. velocity, thus, the head. varies directly 
as the square of the velocity, this being the general re-
lationship found. throughout the investigation. 
In the first runs of the preliminary work considerable 
vibration occurred. in the central assembly particularly at 
high velocities. Three disks were provided. with spacing 
prongs (spider disk of Fig. 6), thus insuring the concentric 
placing of the central assembly with respect to the tube, and 
in ad.di tion elimi-nating the vibrations. This procedure was 
necessary as distorted results were produced when the vib-
rations became severe. Careful centering of the central assembly 
was also important from the viewpoint of flow resistance. In 
the case of smooth annular sections, it has been shown mathe-
matically that when the core touches one side, the quantity 
of flow for a given head drop was approximately two and a _ 
half times greater than when the core was concentric. Al-
though the calculation only applied to the viscous flow condi-
8 
tionE1~ there was no.reason to believe· that non-centering would. 
' ' ' 
not prod.uce a similar effect.in th~ turbulent region although 
probably less in magnitude. No experimental data was obtained 
to determine the results on nonconcentric placing of the central 
assembly. 
During the investigations with the glass tube, small air 
bubbles were introduced at the low velocity conditions and 
their motions were carefully observed. Although grave doubts 
existed regarding the indications of the bubbles, due to the 
large difference in density with respect to water, a study 
of their actions gave some ideas regarding the possibilities 
of different types of flow. Fig. 7 gives several sketches of 
the observations made upon different arrangements of the central 
assembly. These were obtained. by watching the flow from a 
certain angle, where the light was reflected. by the bubbles 
causing the eye to see a streak which indicated. the path of 
the air bubble. Closer observation showed that the bubbles 
did. not travel in one place between the disks, although out-
side the disks they apparently followed an approximately 
axial path. In the sections between the disks, considerable 
oscillatory rotation was taking place arouni the spacer, (in 
ad.d.ition to the motions inJicated. in the sketches). In some 
cases as many as six revolutions around the spacer were made 
before the bubble was drawn out of the section. The side 
strip shown in Fig. 6 was used. in an effort to determine the 
approximate magnitude of the effects d.ue to the rotation, the 
strip being nothing more than an obstacle to prevent flow 
around the spacer. A comparison of the test results, with 
and without the side strips, are given in Fig. 8 for the 13/16 
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inch, ,lf>/16 inch, and 17 jl6 inch d.isks, and. t inch spacers. 
Although th~ effect of the sid.e str.ip varied. throughout the 
different arrangements, the variation was relatively small 
and,· in the main, the effect of· the rotation d.id. not need. to 
be consid.ered.. 
ENTRANCE CONDITIONS. It was necessary to investigate 
completely two important effects before the true value of the 
experimental work could be ascertained. The first of these 
was the disturbance produced by the extremely poor entrance 
conditions into the apparatus. The water enters in a sharp 
90 deg. turn and the first piezometer group was only about four 
/ 
pipe d.iameters downstream from the entrance. SUch conditions 
were bound to have some effect upon the measured heai dropp 
however it was possible to determine the approximate magnitude 
of this effect. This approximation was obtained. by placing 
smooth concentric cores inside of the external tube and com-
paring the results of the friction factor with those found 
by the investigators of annular flow. Fig. 9 presents the 
results obtained with smooth cores in the turbulence tube. 
The log of the head. drop and the log of the velocity were used. 
as coordinates. The work of Lonsdale gave the head varying 
with the 1.72 power of the velocity, and Lea and Tad.res 
obtained 1.73. The values obtained in the turbulenee tube 
were higher, but still d.ecid.ed.ly less than the square. Some 
d.ifference was to be expected. due to the influence of the 
entrance flow. Work in the turbulent flow range with sections 
other than circular has indicated. that at a given Reynolds' _ 
number, using the hydraulic rad.iua as the linear dimension, the 
friction factor is approximately constant for all sections. 
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Fig. ~2 shows the results obtained by a group of investigators 
·of annular flow and. the approximation of the friction factor 
With regard.a to Reynold.a' number is thus fairly well verified. 
for. this particular section. 1•he results in the region of 
viscous flow have not been consid.ered. as this coniition was 
not reached in any of the experimental work with the turbu-
lence tube. 1!1ig. 10 gives the material of .l!1ig. 9 in terms of 
the friction factor and. Heynolis' number in ord.er to obtain a 
comparison with ]'ig. 12. The friction factor curve for circular 
sections refers to the one given by Professor Daugherty in his 
book "Hyd.raulics" for the friction factor of smooth round. 
brass tubes. This curve is an average one for a great number 
of experiments, including those of Stanton and Pannell from 
which there is little variation. Fig. 11 was obtained. by 
consid.ering the diameter of the annular section equal to four 
times the hydraulic radius, and. computing the distance from 
the entrance to the first piezometer group on this basis. ~he 
percentage variation was taken from the curves of Fig. io. 
Fig. 11 demonstrates very clearly the effects of the entrance 
conditions due to taking pressure measurements too close to 
the point where the water enters the turbulence tube. Al-
though the error is considerable, the smallest pressure 
measure[ with the disks ani spacers was several times the 
value for a smooth core of the same iiameter as the iisk, and. 
thus the variation of the friction factor due to the entrance 
conditions becomes relatively small and. is neglected throughout 
this investigation. 
POSITION OF C~NTRAL ASQ~4BLY. The general method. of 
locating the central assembly for the preliminary testing of 
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the apparatus, involvei plaeing the first disk at a given 
distance from the upst.ream piezometers. This cond.i tion for 
location produced a variable distance between the last disk 
and.the downstream piezometers d.epend.ing upon the ratio of 
spacers to disks in the particular arrangement. In another 
set of preliminary experiments with the brass tube, a check 
run on a given arrangement of the central assembly was mad.~ 
by removing the last disk. The results showed. a head drop per 
foot of length essentially identical with the original run 
after certain approximate corrections had been included.. 
Rather e~tensive experimental work was conducted. applying 
these approximate ·corrections for the end. conditions before 
the result began to indicate a possibility of error in the 
correction method.a. In fact, the form of all curves hai been 
determined. throughout a wide range before any apparent varia-
tion developed which tenied. to raise the question of the 
veracity of the correction procedure. 
If the preliminary method of correction was satisfac-
tory, it implied. that the iownstream pressure conditions 
were similar to the corresponding phenomenon behind an 
orifice plate in a pipe or in the large section when sudden 
expansion takes place. An investigation of the downstream 
pressure conditions was maie by shifting the central assembly 
for known distances with respect to the piezometers. The 
relation! obtained. in this work are given in Fig. 13. '.£ihe pres-
sure opposite the last disk was arbitrarily taken as zero; thus 
the pressures plotted show the variation between any position 
down stream and that at the last disk. This curve is for th£ 
65/64 inch disks with six t inch spacers. fhe shaded isolated poirt s 
I 
1 
I 
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repr,t1ent oond.itions for the d.ifferent arrangements of the same 
·size d.isks and spacers. Fig. 13 was included. in order to 
demonstrate the d.epend.ence of the downstream conditions upon 
the. distribution in the central assembly. Each point represent-
ed in the figure has been obtainei for a mean velocity of 12.3 
feet per second.. (All velocities given in this report refer 
to the mean velocity between the d.iak and. the outside tube 
unless otherwise specified.). Any other velocity would show the 
same relationship, since the head. drop versus the square of the 
velocity curve was a straight line in all d.istributionsttested. 
for the downstream conditions. The straight line in the 
figure represents the change in velocity head between the 
narrow section at the disk and. the larger d.ovmstream section. 
The other curves give the corresponding pressure relations for 
a sharp edged orifice in a pipe, and for an example of 
sudden expansion, with the same area ratio of minimum and. 
maximum cross sections. All curves refer to a mean velocity 
of 12.5 ft. per sec. in the narrow section. It is readily 
observed that there was little connecti ='n between the pheno-
mena. The orifice pressure curve was taken from similar curves 
by Hodgson and. Johansen. The su:id.en enlargement d.ata were 
obtained from Archer's curves for this type of flow. The 
material of Fig. 13 has indicated. the only position for the 
downstream piezometer with respect to the last d.isk, free 
from the effects of the distribution in the central assembly, 
was either opposite the last d.isk or at a distance far enough 
downstream to eliminate the effecfs of the pressure oscillations 
produced. by the assembly. Since the tube was very limited. in 
length the procedure of placing the last d.isk opposite the 
13 
downetre&m pieiometer was ad.opted as standard.. 
HEAD ,LOST IN END 9ECTIONS. The method. employed. still 
le;f't the correctidlll to be ·applied. for the head. drop between 
the· upstream piezometers and the first disk. Since the appro-
ximate pressure drop per unit of length for the spacers was 
known, it was then possible to calculate the pressure differ-
ence between the piezometers and the cehter of the first disk 
by applying Bernoulli's theorem and the Equation of Continuity. 
Values of the head. drop per unit of length for corresponding 
central assembly arrangements, but varying in overall lengths 
by one disk and its related spacers, showed differences of 
only t per cent which was well within the limits of accuracy 
of the experimental work. This correlation of values for 
the head drop was obtained with 55/64 inch disks using ~ 
inch spacers. Three different arrangements of the central 
assembly with this disk and spacer size were used. As this 
correlation was obtained by always placing the last disk 
opposite the downstream piezometers, the procedure was then 
justified. for use as the standard setting. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION. Table I presents 
the numerical values of the original readings for experimental 
runs with the last disk placed opposite the lower piezometer 
group. The run number is a designation used to indicate the 
particular distribution and. how many times that distribution 
had. been investigated. The disk and. spacer d.imensions refer 
to the outsid.e d.iameter. The number of spacers provid.es a 
measure of the distance between successive disks. The velo-
city has been computed. directly from the turbulence tube dia-
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mete~, disk diameter, and water meter reading relations. The 
square of the velocity has been corrected to aooount for the 
oalibration values of the water meter. The total head drop 
has been corrected for temperature changes only, and does not 
include the variations introduced. by the d.if'ference in effec-
tive length of the central assembly and the distance between 
the piezometer groups. The effective length refers to the 
distance between the center-lines of the first and last disks 
of the central assembly. The material covered by this table 
., 
has been included in graphical form in Figs. 14 to 22 inclusive. 
The coordinates are the total head and the corrected square 
of the velocity. It is of particular interest to note that 
almost aJ.l curves are straight lines, thus the head. was 
... 
directly proportional to the square of the velocity. 
Figs. 23 and. 24 give the combined results plotted. on 
different coordinate systems. Fig. 25 -[aJ presents a table 
indicating the connection of the symbols used in Figs. 23, 
24, and. 27, with the central assembly arrangement. These later 
figures all refer to a constant velocity of 12.5 ft. per sec. 
The discontinuities in the curves represent the range where 
the flow changes its general characteristics. Although the 
disks were separated by a considerable distance in some arrange-
ments as shown in .l!'ig. 24, they always aff ectei each other. 
Hence, there are no iata available regarding the behavior of 
single disks. 
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS. Although Figs. 23 and. 24 present 
the experimental results very effectively, they provide little 
correlation for different sizes of disks and spacers. In the 
effort to develop a logical coordinate system which would 
incluie all distributions investigated., the method of dimen~~ 
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sional,~alysis was used. Following the method outlined. by 
:SUckingham, the equation 
was obtained. by considering the independent quantities de-
.,, 
termining the flow conditions as 
_h_,, 1 hes.a drop (feet of' water per foot of length), 
~ = absolute viscosity, 
/ =density, 
tr = velocity, 
= acceleration of gravity, and. 
a linear d:-imension. 
DJ 
The values of P represent ratios between quanities of the 
same dimensions. Since the experimental results of the 
investigations of the turbulence tube demonatratei that 
within certain limits the head drop was directly proportional 
to the square of the velocity, the effect of the first two 
terms of the function can be neglected. without introducing 
any appreciable error. Then Eq. [1] is written 
[z] 
For the purposes of a preliminary investigation, the 
ratios r of Eg. [ 2 J were assumed. to involve only linear 
dimensions. If these ratios were independent of the outside 
tube diameter, it would have been possible to apply the Laws 
of Similarity. Upon attempting to apply these principles, it 
quickly became apparent that the phenomena were not independent 
of the tube diameter, and. thus it was imposed ble to have all 
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of the r terms identical at the same time with a single size 
o:f ou.tsid.e ,tube. Therefore,· the only possible method. to 
check completely the validity o:f the assumptions regarding 
the ratios of Eq. [ 2 J , was to investigate a geometrically 
similar turbulence tube. 
SMALL TURBULENCE TrrBE. A second. tube was constructed 
similar to the original, the ratio o:f inner diameter being 
o.678. By using 0.688 inch diameter disks and ~ inch spacers, 
it was possible to approximate closely conditions of simila-
. 
rity with the large tube, 65/64 inch disks, and i inch spacers~ 
The original data :from the small apparatus are given in ll'ig. 
25 -[1>] 
• 
Considering the relations required by Eq • 
and the Laws of Similitude, the values for the small tube 
approximately check those for the original. This correlation 
is considered in greater detail with the :liscussion o:f ]'ig. 27. 
DEVELOPMENT OF DIMENSIONLESS.. COORDINATES. Using all 
information £rom the tests, a further investigation o:f Eq. [2J 
was made. The impossibility o:f d.eri ving the P terms from a 
two dimensional flow analysis quickly became apparent; there-
fore it was necessary to include ratios involving the dia-
meters. Fig. 27 was obtained by considering the 17/16 inch 
disk and ~ inch spacer runs as standard and correcting the 
maximum point of all other sets to coincide with the standard. 
maximum by means of arbitrary coefficients. In most cases 
when the maximum values coincid.ei, the rest of the relations 
were very similar when considered. by the coordinates of .H'ig. 
27. An analysis of the arbitrary coefficients showed. B 
and C to be constant :for a given size of spacer and tube, 
while R"" depended. upon the ~ ratio. .l.!1ig. 26 gives the 
1'7 
relations of RM and ~ for two values of g: ; accordingly, 
the value of C is connected. with the slope of the line on 
cl ... . the .RM and. R plane. Eq. [2] is rewritten in the form 
~/ 
= / [B L] · ........ . 
to express the curve of Fig. 27, which has been plotted. :for 
trz.. 
a constant value o:f z D , as determined. by the diameter of ~ t-
the original turbulence tube and. a velocity of_ 12.5 feet per 
second. •. If the cond.itions of' .B1ig. 26 are substituted. in Eq. [ 3] 
, 
the expression becomes 
.... - .. [4] 
where 
Very little can be said. regard.ing the functions f and. t 
since only two points have been determined.. At the present 
writing, experiments are being conducted to obtain a th±rd. 
point and the resulting approximate form of the functions. 
LIMITS OF DIMENSIONLESS TREATMENT. The experiments have 
indicated. the limitations of bq. 
• 
i1he validity of the 
curve of b1ig. 27 has been experimentally demonstrated for the 
limits of o.3< ~.JC 0.7 ·' while the minimum value of 1J; for 
the head drop being directly proportional to the square ot the 
velocity was 0.24. At values of ~ < 0.3, the insid.e wall 
exerted. an appreciable effect as shown in picture 179-A and 
the quadratic law was no longer valid.. When f?_ > o. 7 , the 
square law applied., but the eff'ect of the outer wall ·became 
noticeable, producing a 
gradient versus 1 . 
DD 
flatter characteristic of the pressure 
When £ f D. ] 1 < 0.3, the flow type 
,e Dt DD 
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approximated the cond.itions surroun.d.ing a smooth concentric 
· core, and if f [~t] ~e> > 4:J , the flow approached the type 
found in the wake behind a single sharp obstruction. 
PHOTO~.n.A.t'i:i.8 
INDICATING SUBSTANCES. As a means of explaining the 
breaks in the curves of Figs.23, 24, and 27, the flow was , 
investigated by photographic methods. The glass tube was 
used with various substances injected into the flow to provide 
an indicating medium. Small air bubbles, potassium permanganate 
dye, aluminum-bronze flitte~,and aluminum-bronze powder were 
employed a~ the indicating mediums. Transmitted light fur-
nished by a 1600 watt incandescent globe was usei with the 
first two an:l reflect ei light from an arc lamp with the 
aluminum-bronze. After a series of test pictures, the aluminum-
bronze powder was chosen as the standard indicating medium 
for making the investigation. 
DISTORTION. Pictures #5 and #35 were included in an 
effort to illustrate the effects of distortion due to the 
variation in the indices of refraction for air, water, and glass. 
The distortion was measured by taking t~e ratio of a hori-
zontal measurement given by the projection of the disk from 
the spacer and. comparing it with a vertical measurement near 
the center of the tube. In picture #5 this ratio is 1.37, 
while actual measurements gave a value of 1.11. The dis-
tortion was reduced by surrounding the tube with a box con-
taining plate glass sides and. filling the box with water. 
The effect of the water bath is shown in picture #35 where the 
level of the water surface is in the middle of the photo-
graph. When the bath was used, the distortion ratio became 
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l.01; thus a variation of approximately 4 per cent still existed.. 
!nvestigatj,on of this ratio for various d.istributions gave a 
value approximately 5 per cent low for all arrangements. 
Although some d.istortions exist in all photographs, they 
were taken as being sufficiently correct for the purposes of 
this investigation. 
- APPARATUS FOR .PHOTOGRAPHS. Fig. 28 gives the arrangement 
of the apparatus used. in making the photographic studies. 
The light produced by the high intensity carbons of the arc 
.. 
lamp was brought to a focus on the first slit by means of a 
circular lens • A cylindrical lens was placed. with its focus 
at the illuminated. slit. This type of lens gave approximately 
parallel light in the plane of the figure ana iiverging light 
in the perpendicular plane. Thus, by changing the position 
of the lens system with respect to the central assembly, the 
vertical length of illumination was controlled.. The second. 
and. third. slits were used. as a means of preventing any stray 
light striking the glass tube and spoiling the sharpness 
of the photograph as well as restricting the thickness of 
the illuminatea section. The majority of the pictures were 
taken with the third slit 1/16 inch in width although a few 
were taken with l/32 inch width. '.J.'he arc lamp was used since 
a very intense light source was necessary .to supply sufficient 
illumination to insure the path of" the small particles being 
recorded on the photographic plate. 
AIR BUBBLES. studies with air bubbles were made as a 
means of checking the visual observation presented in li'ig. 7 • 
P1,ctures #5 and #35 were taken with air as the indicating medium 
while #36 and. #37 had a combination of very small air bubbles 
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and aluminum-bronze powder. In general, the photographs show 
the same t~pe o:f :flow as visually observed. :for the medium 
disks and :four ~ inch spacers using air bubbles as the indica-
, tor., • 
D'YE. Pictures #17, #19, and. #21 were-included. in order to 
show typical results obtained with dye. TP.e time of exposure , . 
. 
for each picture was approximately 1/1000 seconds. This speed 
• was obtained by making use of a disk rotating at about 1475 
R. P. M. and. having one 5 deg. sector removed.. By placing this 
rotating disk between the light source and. the camera, it was 
possible to use it as an auxiliary shutter when the camera 
shutter was ad.justed to open only once per disk revolution. 
-
The pictures present different sizes of injection need.lea, 
rates and points of injections. They also clearly indicate 
the extremely rapid rate of dye dispersion, even at the low 
velocities studied, and therefore, provided very little in-
formation regarding the flow conditions. They plainly illu-
strate the difficulties' in using dye as an indicator for com-
plicated turbulent flow. Considering picture #19 in particular, 
the dye shows that there was apparently little or no transfer 
of water between the through particles and the particles in the 
wake formed by the disk. This may have been the true case, yet it 
is possible that the rate of dispersion increased. so rapidly 
upon crossing the bound.a.ry of the two types of flow, that the 
above results are apparent only and were not the true condi-
tion. Therefore there is a question regarding :iye results 
without considering rates of injection and. d.etrimental effects 
of the injection needle upon the flow. In general, the pic-
tures using d.ye as the indicating medium provide less informa-
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t19n ,then when other materials were employed. for the purpose. 
ALUMINUM POWDER. Picture #34 had aluminum-bronze flitters 
as the indicators. ·As.seen in the photographs, the flitters 
tended. to give a broad., blurred. line, which was not desired as 
the path of an individual particle was then very difficult 
to follow. 
The best photographs were taken with aluminum-bronze 
powder, .which was of the connnercial variety produced for use 
as a paint pigment. Since there is a difference in the den-
sity of water and aluminum, observations were mad.e on the rate 
of free fall of the particles in water as a means of deter-
mining the effect of the variation in density. In a freshly 
made mixture,, the particles settle very slowly, but if the 
mixture has been severe.ly shaken for some time, the speed. of 
settling will be increased.. This behavior can be explained 
in the light of Professor Carmichel 1 s observations with 
aluminum powder. Small air bubbles cling to the particles, 
thus reducing their effective density and. decreasing the 
rate of fall. If this is the case, then severe shaking must 
have assisted. in tearing off the air and leaving a particle 
of greater effective density. For the photographic work, all 
injection mixtures were freshly mixed. for each set of pictures. 
The rate of free fall was so small, that the aluminum-bronze 
particles should have followed closely the path of the water. 
An inspection of the photographs of air bubbles and. aluminum-
bronze particles shows that they both iniicate approximately 
the same type of flow; thus from a qualitative viewpoint, the 
cond.i tions were not sensiti:ve to reasonably small d.ensi ty 
variatione. 
The majority of the pictures were taken at a water 
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velo~ity between four and. five feet per second.. At this value, 
. experimental d.ata indicated. the point for the head d.rop versus 
the square of the velocity was on the straight line. Some 
pictures were taken at# lower velocity in order to obtain 
a clearer photograph. #36 and. #40-A refer to the same central 
~ 
assembly arrangement, but the velocity of the latter is approxi-
mately two and. one half times the former. In spite of the 
difference _in velocity, ·the photographs show the same type of 
flow to exist in both oases. A similar result is observed. 
in 143-A and. #80-A where the velocity of the first was over 
three times that of the second.. i~e velocity with the 20/16 
inch d.isks was approximately nine feet per second.. This high 
value was used. as the velocity in the space oetween the disks 
was considerably less than the computed. value. The majority 
of the photographs indicated the method of computing velo-
cities was a fair approximation, particularly for the condition 
of relatively few spacers per disk • 
.PULSATING FLOW. Comparing pictures #36-A and B, it is 
readily observed that the flow downstream from a disk projection 
was not steady with respect to time, hence the phenomenon was 
of a pulsating type. Standard. speed motion pictures were taken 
in an effort to illustrate the transitory nature of the flow. 
The forming, the breaking down, and reforming of the whirls 
is definitely shown in the series of pictures presented. In 
the arrangements with the disks relatively close together, 
the whirls apparently elongated themselves until they filled 
the space between the disks, ani then broke up. This action 
was deciied.ly different from the characteristic flow of whirls 
under free turbulence conditions. As the disks were separated 
further, the whirls elongated ani tended to break away 
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from the projection and. travel a.own.stream similar to the 
Whirls in ~ree-turbulence. The flow phenomena of the 20/16 
inch disks with wide separations were different from these 
illustrated by motion pictures. Thus, in pictures f92-A, 
and. #88A, two distinct whirl regions are shown and at no time 
• • 
did. they elongate to interfere with each other, although 
varying in position in their own spheres of action. ~1he 
-. 
motion pictures provided an additional check on transitory 
nature of the flow past different central assemblies. 
TYPES OF FLOW. The photographic studies have shown the 
existance of at least two general types of flow. Fig. 29 
presents a sketch showing typical examples of the types of 
flow at different stages in their development. ~he first of 
these is illustrated. by pictures #53-A, #43-B, and #52-A. 
This type involves a surface of discontinuity which approxi-
'mately coincided. with the cylindrical surface enclosing the 
. 
outside diameter of the disks. Under these conditions the 
through flow approached. the characteristics shown in #84-A 
for a smooth annular space. The second. type of flow is illus-
trated. by photographs *68-B and #69-B. In this group the 
surface 01· discontinuity bent into the space between disks 
after each projection; hence the through velocity relations no 
longer approximated the conditions for flow in smooth an~ular -
spaces. As different types of flow existed, it is pos~ible 
that a ehange in friction loss relations might have taken 
plaoe. Table II presents the central assembly arrangements 
for the upper limit of the first type and the lower limit for 
the second as determined. :from the photographs. l~ese results 
furnished an explanation for the breaks in the curves shown in 
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Figs. ,23 and. 24. A comparison of theta.ble and. the figure 
showed. the break occurred when the type of flow changed; 
hence the :factors determining the friction depended. upon the 
type. of flow existing in the spaces between the disk projections • 
. 
The 20/16 inch disks were not included in this table because 
pictures available are not sufficient to allow an analysis, 
as the type of flow apparently differs from those discussed.. 
-
DISK THICK.MES~. Since all disks were constructed from 
the same thickness of brass, picture f99-A and f98-B were taken 
as a means of studying the probably effects of increasing the 
disk width. hxperimental data have shown the resistance of 
any arrangement of the d.isks and spacers to be greater than 
that of a smooth central core of a diameter equal to the 
disk diameter. The photographs show only a small variation 
in the velocity distribution along the long surface of the 
disk (!inch spacers in these pictures), and the conditions 
with a smooth core. ~rom an analysis of the photographs and 
the little experi:1ental data available, the thinner the d.isk 
projection (limited by the thickness required for strength), 
the greater will be the friction drop for a given distance 
between disk center-lines. 
Photograph #79-A gives a picture of the flow when the 
,, 
heal drop was not proportional to the square of the velocity. 
With this size spacer and. :lisk, the maximl~m head. d.rop was not 
attained even with an arrangement of one iisk per spacer. 
A complete analysis of these arrangements was not ma:~e as they 
-proved. to be outsid.e the limits o:t application for the majority 
of the work. 
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poWNSTREAM CONDITION'S. The downstream conditions are shown 
in pictures #93 to #97 inclusive. f93, #94, and. #95 illustrate 
the complex cond.i tions behind. a single disk. i'he effect of 
the .disturbance produced by the projection extended. downstream 
further than the maximum distance between spacers used. in the 
central assembly arrangements. Hence, the heai drop per disk 
in the arrangements never reached. the value for the head loss 
o:f· a sing'ie disk. .r.;xperimentally, this is shown in b'ig. 24 
in which the curves never reach a constant value. Picture 
'96-A presents the flow conditions corresponiin~ to the curve 
for the six i illch spacers ani 65/64 inch disks given in Fig. 
13. The particles passing the projection bent around. the wake 
until they almost reached. the spacers at the point which roughly 
corresponded. to the first maximum position in Fig. 13. After 
this point, a second disturbance took place which approxi-
mates the action behind a single disk. Thus, if the curve of 
Fig. 13 were extended., it would not form another wave, but 
would reach the maximum and. level off similar to the orifice 
or sudden expansion curves. Picture #97-A illustrates the 
cond.itions of sud.den enlargement when the diameter of the 
core is reduced. Although the curve for sudden enlargement 
in Fig. 13 applies to a change in circular pipe iiameter when 
no core is present, the conditions shown in the photograph 
indicate the pressure relations would be approximately the same 
in both cases. 
VALUE OF PHOTOGRAPHS. The photographs have provided an 
explanation for the discontinuity in the curve of Fig.27 
by illustrating the two types of flow involved in the relations. 
They have shown the characteristics of at least two additional 
types existing outside of the limitations of ~q. [4J • 
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The motion pictures have illustrated the pulsating characteris-
tics of th~· whirls formed in the wake of the disks. Although 
t'.'1e pictures have given excellent qualitative results for the 
requirements of' this investigation, the limits of the photo-
graphic method. have not been reached., as Pro:fessor Carmichel 
·has demonstrated the possibility of obtaining excellent 
pictures for quantitative purposes. 
SUMMARY 
The ~ork of this investigation provides additional 
experimental data regarding turbulent flow, with particular 
reference to the phenomena associated with a long series 
of similar· bodies forming an obstruction to the motion of 
water through a circular pipe. The obstacles were mounted on 
a rod concentric with the pipe in such a manner as to 
allow, the space between them to be varied. Investigation of 
the phenomena followed two gen..-al methods; quantitative 
d~velopment of the relations of the pressure gradient to 
the mean velocity and. qualitative classification of the flow 
by photographs·of small aluminum-bronze particles in the water. 
The equatio: 78{£~; [*- 0113] ~ ;~, /ff;[~~} ;~J 
expresses the relation between the pressure gradient and the 
velocity in terms of the dimensions of the turbulence tube. 
The d.imensional symbols refer to the turbulence tube meas:ure-
ments indicated. in Fig. 6. This relationship is valid within the 
limits 03-< dR<.0.7. Forjf-D.J .1>0.z4the pressure grad.ient is ~ LDd Do 
directly proportional to the square of the velocity. The photo-
graphs show two general types of flow within the range of valid-
ity for the equation. At values· off f Ps] 1 <O.3 the through 
<Lot Do 
flow approximates the conditions surrounding a smooth core and. 
when £f0"] j_ is greater, the through flow tends to follow the lzLP., 0 0 
characteristic conditions in the wake of a sharp obstruction. 
The pulsating nature of the flow is illustrated. by standard. 
speei motion pictures. 
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N6. 1.3. PR..:ssvR£ 1-/&AO AT Po1Nr.s DowNsrREAM FROM rHE LAST 01.sK. 
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HG 14-. Tor.:JL 1:',<:,iD L 0.5.s VER.SUS VELOC'!TY .5QUAR£D. 
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FiG. 16. TOTAL HEAD L055 VELOCITY .5QUARED. 
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VE:i...OC/TY 5QUARED 
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lOTAL HEAD Lo.::;s y,cH.SU.5 VELOCITY .5QU4R£D. 
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HG. 16. ToTAL HEAD LO.SS VER.SUS V.t:i...OCITY .5Qt.1ARED. 
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Ro. 20. KJTAL HEAD Lo.ss V£R.SU.5 VELOClrY .5QVAREa 
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.Fi6. e1. lOTAL HE.Ao Lo.s.s v£R..sv.s Vc:Loc:1rY ..5QU4R£D. 
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E.xP£RIMENTAL 
<D ""01s1<.s 7E' ;{.SR4CERS 
e 1s'o1s1<s I" 16 ' E SPACER.S 
e )~HO/SKS .JI" 4 .S.PAC.ERS 
._ H"o1s1<J z" SPACER.5 
() ~f'otSK.S j-"spAC£RS 
f~"o1s1<s £"SPACERS I 0 
• fl"o1s1<s /6 .i."sp4c£'Rs 
EB ff"D/.SK.S . f'sPAC,E"R.S 
() zo"Dt.SK.S /6 -Js,oAcER.S 
AG. 25W. POINTS FOR Ras. 23, 24, AND 27. 
Ra. 2.S(b) lbTAL HeAO Loss VERSUS VELOCITY . ..:1~£0. 
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"1RANS/l4/TTED L1G#T 
ONLY USED WITH 
PICTURE..S OF DYE 
ARC LAMP 
WATER BATH CONTAINER 
H"4S PL.ATE GLASS S/DE.S 
1---------------, 
I 
0 /SOO WATT : /NCANO£SCENT1 LAMP I I 
I ~ : MOTOR I TO ORI//£ RO"T'ATING 1 D1s1< ..;-- 01.sx 
1 
L - - --1.r..-J. - : :-: ;:-:.~ ::.-:;G- _ _J 
3_i:_~~ 
,,,,,,,,,,,_~----- --....:.__~ 
WATER BATH 
~ ~ 
ct ~ ~ l(j 
""" ~ ~ 
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CA/VIERA 
HG. 28, APPARATU.5 FOR PHOTOGRAPHIC .5TUOIE.:i. 
~ 
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!If.DEX OF .PHOTOGRAPHS 
Picture No. Distribution Page 
79A. 13/16" disks 2 _sn spacers 65 4 
SOA 15/16" disks 1-~" spacers 66 43B 
" 1- " 54 42.A n 2- ff 54 73A 
" 3- u 63 5 
" 4- ff 49 17 
" 4- " 49 19 
" 4- " 50 21 
" 4- " 50 34 
" 4- " 51 35 
" 4- " 51 36A 
" 4-
tf 52 36B 11 4- 11 52 37 
" 4- " 53 40A ,, 4- " 53 46A H 8- n 55 83A 
" 8- " 66 75A 
" 10- n 64 
71B 65/64" disks 3-t" spacers 62 72B 
" 4- n 63 76B 
" 5- If 64 77B 
" 6- n 65 
'58A 17/16" disks 2-~" spacers 57 52A fl 4- n 55 53B ff 5-
" 56 54A 
" 6- " 56 68B 
" 6- " 61 69B 
" 8- ~· 62 56.A 
" 10- " 57 
66A l '1 /16 t1 disks 1-..a" spacers 60 4 67A 
" 2- " 61 60B 
" 3- " 58 6£B 11 4- " 58 63B 
" 5- n 59 64B 
" 6- ti 59 65B 
" 8- " 60 
89B 20/16" disks 2 :l ti spacers 69 -~ 90B 
" 3- " 70 91A 
" 4- " 70 92.A 
" 8- " 71 
85B 20/16" disks 2-~" spacers 69 86B 
" 3- " 68 8'7B 
" 4- rr 68 88.A 
" 8- " 69 
84.A No disks £n spacers 67 4 98B n ft 74 99A 
" " 74 
Picture No. 
93A 
94B 
95A 
96A 
97A 
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DO\VNSTRE.AM. CONnITIONS 
Distribution .Page 
. " 
1-20/16'' clisk ~" spacers 71 
l-l 7/l6" disk " 72 
1-15/16'" d.isk n 72 
65/64 n disk 6--}" spacers 73 
65/64" disk (solid) ~" spacer 73 
JD ;' I 
SJ 
3t.i'l3 36 ti 
53 
43B 
t; Ii 
_j 2/1 
f// 1 I 
j7 
6(; B 62 8 
6 3 /ii 6'•( B 
6'0 
6S8 
(.) / 
6' I /l 68 .s 
698 '7! B 
63 
72 B 
·~1 
' , '16 B 
77 B 79/l 
6 
RO fl S3rl 
67 
8 5·a 
6'8 
878 
d9 
898 
90 
92 ll 9 }fl 


'7 
.9 fJ' B 
.9 9 /1 
7S 
7ABL£ J (a) 
NvN?BER ·1 Qq1G1NAL R.cAOtNGsl //£Loc1r1ES 
RuN CJ/SK SPACER OF , 
1 
r ..50VARED TOrAL ErrccnvE 
Nt.tMBER ..0"'4ME7ER i0t4METER SPACERS rLOW . /teAD i CORRccreo H£-AO LENGrH 
/nches inches l.b~. ems. /% r%ecY :Ft or /eet'. n?1n. or Hg. ;.5ec. water 
7-0 0.8/Z o.sc .3 132.4 16.43 5.81 .33.0 6.8 3.0.:> 
183.8 Z.5Z 8,07 074- /.3.4 
26Z./ 66.58 //,54- /.34-.Z Z7. .5 
' 
2Z6.8 4-.9 54- .9.36 .39.3 zo.4-
9-I 0. 8/Z o..:ro 4- 13.3.8 I 7. 34- 588 I S.3.7 7.Z 3.06 /85.Z 3388 \ 814 65:8 /4-. 0 
2Z6.8 Sl.03 I 9..96 I .9.9.3 Z/./ 
zzs.z .50.20 I :388 I .97. 7 20.7 I Z74.0 74.13 I IZ.03 /46,8 ..30.6 
//-C tl.812. 0 . .50 5 134./ !663 S.89 3.3 . .9 6.3 3.08 
16'4. z 31 7Z 8/0 6S.o /3./ 
Z367 5Z.Z4- 10.40 /08.5 Zl.5 
28Z.0 74.90 IZ.39 155.0 30.9 
59-C 0.8/Z 0 . .50 8 152Z 16. 73 6.69 44.0 6.9 .3. 04 
Z/3.3 3S: 13 9.63 9Z.7 14.5 
Z705 53.54 I /1.8.9 ! /42.5 ZZ.I 
3073 6.9 76 /3,4.9 /84.o Z8.8 I 
I 
/6.Z /3-£ CJ..937 0.50 .J 1.36.Z, 39.4£> 74S 54.4- 3.06 
/.9/.S 794+ l?.48. IC.9..3' .32.8 
IZ4-.0C 
I /J.CC /699 5/.1 237.8 ! 
/5-0 0.937 CJ.so 4- /3S.2. 43.1.9 140 536 17.B .3. 06 
/85:3 8Z41 /01£ 0/ . .9 34.0 
Z.3/.0 /Z9.ZO i 1i::' 63 /60.I 53.3 
.5 14/./ 47.IZ 772. 
- 58.5 /9.S 3.08 
/7-J M~G- 190 . .9 86..98 ' /t/.43 /08.3 33:.9 Z3Z.O IZ.9.21 ! 1.2. 69 16/. 7 .53.3 18-£ 0.937 0.50 6 /4/.6 43.9/ 774 587 /8./ 3.03 185.'3 7.5:90 /O.IZ /0/.9 31.3 j_____ Z3G.7 L1.e-:_79 /2..9.5 /68..5 .5/. 4-
--·-------+ ------ -- -- ·---··--
lABL£ f(b). 
IVUMBER OP/GINAL.. RcAl71N6 //ELOCIT/ES 
RvN O!Sk SPACER OF S~UAREO mrAL £/"rECTll/E 
NUMBER D1AMErER DIAMETER .5PACER.5 FLOVV /-IEAO CoR.RECrEo H.t:AO LENGTH 
/nche.s /nches /b.5~ . C/n,S. /% f7'%el" /t of /eet. '/nta OT /lg. :5e"C. W4ter 
.f/ 0. .937 a.so /0 154.B 4tJ.4o '5.46 7o.5 16.7 .3. 0.9 
Z/6.4 79.41 II .4.5 /40./ 3Z.7 
2!>5:8 111 .. 53 1.3. 99 1.97.o 46.0 
49-a /.O/S tJ . .50 3 /04-.Z. 41. /,5" 6.74 45:4- 17. 0 3.06 
14Z.6 7839 9 . .26 85.8 32 . .3 
17Z.9 //6.45 //.30 IZ7.7 48.I 
ZOl.O !S.9.21 /3.19 174.0 65.7 
114 . .9 50.88 7.44 55.4 Zl.o 
so-13 /015 O.fO 4 1038 -f-8.8/ 7.11 50.6 .e.o./ ·3.07 
l.5J.Z 97.Z7 9 39 99.8 40.I 
/96..3 160.7.S IZ.87 165.6 66.Z 
Sl-t3 l.015 C.5C s //0.6 so.7.G 7. /.5- 5/./ Z0.9 Z.99 
/S43 /00,3Z /0.06 101 . ..e 4/.4 
/.95:4- /61.80 IZ.80 /6.3.8 66.7 
5Z-C 1.01.s 0.50 6 833 27.35 5.3.9 Z9.I //.3 Z . .!J.3 
113.5 50.45 136 54.Z Z0.8 
/38.I 75:44 B.97 BO.S 31.I 
/5.9.I /00.14- 10,.37 /075 4/..3 
/7.9 . .Z ·;z6.80 JI, 70 /36.9 .5Z.3 
199.z 158.18 /.3.04- 170.0 65...3 
·53 /0/5 tJ.50 7 918 31.14- 6-:.9.c. .35. / /2.8 .3. OJ:, 
6Z.Z3 
!5T.3 3.3. 41 /CJ • .Z7 /t/5.S 38.S-
/80 . .S- IZZ.oS //,8/ /..3.9.5 5.::1,4-
zaz.z /54. 78 13.Z.!J- /75.6 63.7 
54- l.tl!S CJ50 8 3/ . .3 Z.9. IZ S:.90 .34.8 IZ.Cl 3.04-
1.7/.B 6/.ZZ. 8.~6 73..Y ,e5;,3 
/60.0 !Jl.33 /CJ.4Z /06'.6 37-7 
184.Z !l.9.8S /.Z.07 /4.5'. 7 4.9.4 
£06.0 15187 /.?..§"<? 18.Z . .3 GZ.6 
76 
M8L£ I {c). 
NVM'B.ER ORIGINAL READINGS l/£LOC/T/£S 
RuN 01sx-
..5PAC.ER OF SQllAREO 70TAL 
.CFFECrtYE 
NVMBER DIAMETER [o/AM.e"TER SPACERS FLOVV He AD CORRECT£P HEAD LENGTH 
inches /nches /b.5h. Cn?s. f_% f"%ect ft; of feet'. rT//r:'. or h'g. :sec. Wi:TCer 
55 10/..? 050 /0 /01.8 3/.00 6.S9 43.4 IZ.8 2 . .9Z 
1406 59.05 .9.15 83.7 Z4.4 
1720 88.80 ll.Z3 IZ6.I 36.6 
Z00.8 /20.70 !3.1(3 /?3.7 49.8 
56-.A /.0/5 0.50 ;,e 102.8 ZB.70 6.64 4-4./ 11.8 3.08 
104.Z 53.90 91.3 83.4 zz.z 
/69.7 7.9.80 1/.07 /2Z.5 32.9 
/.96.I 106.!5 IZ.84- /64.9 4-3.8 
35-D 1062 0.50 3 97.4 51.oz 7. .37 S'Z.4- Zl.O J.05 
/36.2 /O.Z.87 /t:! . .3/ /03.9 4.Z.4 
17£.8 1674/ /3.08 /69.9 69.0 
37-£ 106Z 0.50 4 37.4 5-".5.9 7.37 5Z.4 ZZ.I . .3.06 
/3/.6 /0/96 9 . .96 96.9 4Z.O 
/68.Z 167.BZ IZ.1.3 /60.3 69./ 
40-.f3 /06Z o.so 5 .93.3 53.GO 706 4;7.9 ZZ.I 3.07 
128.5 /t:!3'..5'Z 9.7.3 9Z.3 42.7 
/63:3 /68.00 /Z.37 /SI.I 69.3 
42-B /06Z cJ.50 E .93.8 5.Z.79 7/C 48.G Zl.8 .3.03 
/30.8 /cJ.3.84 .9 . .90 95.8 42.8 
165.9 167.54 IZ.55 /55.7 69./ 
58 !06Z 050 8 .37. 0 50.41 7.34 52.0 Z0.8 ..3.04-
135.Z 9889 /0.2.5 10.Z.3 40.8 
17.3.0 163.00 1.3.IO 170.I 67.Z 
60 1062 050 10 103.3 5tJ.8Z 1. 7Z. 57.6 ;?/. 0 .3.0.9 
143. 7 99.84 /0.88 /16.0 41.Z 
174./ 143.19 1.3.1.9 17Z.6 6/.5 
61 /06Z 0..50 IZ 11/.3 .5Z50 8.47 69. 7 21.7 .3.07 
/SZ.Z .98 . .5Z //.5Z /.30.6 40.6 
1853 /45.93 /4.0Z. /95.8 6/.6 
TABLE I f:i). 
WVMBER ORIG/NAL RcAOINos l/t:LOC!Tlc S 
M'VN 0/.:JK SPACER Or SQUAR£D lOTAL E,,,.r-ecr1n. 
Wv,..,aER 01AM£7ER OIAMETE/!i' is PACERS Aovv H.cAO COHKECTED #eAO LENGTH 
t--· 1/-x:h.,,s inches l.b%_. C/17.S. /% f~d" ft OT foM-t-. '/J71n. or fig. sec. water 
62 /. CJ6.e 0.50 14- 117.6 s-z. 70 <5 • .90 17.I .Zl.7 3./() 
160.0 .98.6/ /Z.11 14.,,..1 40.7 
/8.9.T /.38.14 /4 . .36 57.0 
7.3 IZ49 0.50 I .Z5.8 6/ . .3/ 5.8.3 34.0 ZS.3 
38.0 IZ0.91 8.59 7.3.8 49.8 
46.3 17Z.ZO /0.45 /0.9.Z 70.9 
67 IZ4.9 0.50 z 2S.O 54.59 5..50 30.S zz.s 
35:4 /OZ.26 7.84 61.4- 42.2.. 
41.B /.38. 74- 9.ZB 86./ SJ.I 
46.7 /7/.Z3 /0.37 /tJJ.5 10 . .s 
68 /Z49 0.50 .3 i!S.4 5b.64- 5.61 31.4 23 . .3 .3.06 
3.5:6 106..35 7.88 6Z.O 43.8 
4lJ.1 /.37.00 8.90 79.Z S6.4-
44.6 169.0.9 .9.90 98.0 6.9.7 
69 /Z49 0 . .50 4- 26.6 56.71 S.84 34:1 ZS.4 3.06 
36.4 /afl./.9 8.06 64.9 42.5 
4.e.5 140.4Z 9.4.3 88.9 .57.8 
46.7 /7CJ..i?4 10 ...37 /0/'.5 70.1 
7Z 1249 0.50 8 2S.3 .Sl.09 3.72. .32.7 .zl. / .3.04 
.37.S /OS./Z 8.4" 71.9 4a3 
43.6 /38.7/ 9.86 97.2 .57.I 
4/.9 170 . .37 10.87 118.Z. 70.2 
B-/.9-8 0.9.37 0.7.S z 114.6 /.9.45 6.Z7 .!l.9 . .3 8.o .3.0t5 
165.Z 40.~ 9.04- 8/.7 IG.!J 
/99.4- 59.87 /Cl.91 //.9. () M-:7 
Z..5'1.Z 80.6Z. /Z.65 /60.0 3.3.Z 
ZS2.8 /0/.00 /.!J.83 1.9/ . ..3 41.7 
,8-/.3-.B 0.937 0.7S .3 /37.0 3/.81 7.50 5.S:I /.3./ -3.0.5 
/89 . ..3 &/.3/ /CJ.37 /0/./ 23.C. 
Z42.Z /00.37 /3.25' /76.6 41.4-
77 
TAl3L £ I (eJ. 
/VU..MBER OR/6/NAL ~AO/IVGS hELOCITIE:.S HVN Disk 
.SPACER O,<r S(fl<./ARE:'O /orAL Errccr1y.t. 
fovOM'SER 0/AMETER bMMETER S.PACCRS FLo;-v HEAO C"-"'RECTEO H&AO LENGTH 
/nches inches I .b?,;;: . Cl'ns. .rx; [rf:{ec]"- .ft of' ;feet: n"?ln. of Hg. sec. wqrer 
I 
8-/S-:B C.337 07S \ 4- 14/.B .3/.6Z 775 58.9 13.0 .3.08 
19/ . .9 S8.74 /CJ-4.9 /09.8 24-.Z 
Z5J.O /004Z /3.68 /88.S 41.4-
L3-Z4 0.937 0.75 8 /56.Z Z<;.28 8..55 7.Z.O /0.8 Z . .98 zzo.z SZ.73 /2.04 /45.3 ZI.<!/ 
Z69.5 J.9.$0 /4-74-
..YZ.7 
13-49-B /.0/S 0.7S 3 /08.9 43.88 7.os- 49, 7 /8.1 3.06 
/5.3. 4- 89 . .ze /0.00 /00.0 
..!16.8 
/93.9 14.3./S /Z.70 161.3 5-9.0 
B-so-B /OIS 0.75 4 1078 44.1.9 6 . .98 48.7 /8.Z 3.0<!J 
/S44- 9Z./4 /0. 0/ /0/.4 .38.0 
1.9.G.Z /43.46 IZ . .59 /.58.5 .s.9.z 
8-.5/-.B /0/5 o.7s _, 1/4. 7 44.70 7.4Z SS.I /8.4 3.0Z 
/6/.8 90..3'4- /0.5.7 ///.3 37.Z 
193.3 /37sa /3.06 /70.6 56.7 8-.5.3-B /O/S 0.75 7 /ZS. 7 4430 8.15 66.4- /8.3 Z . .98 
177.6 83. 7..9 11.60 134-.6 .570 
ZIZ.5 /.<9.35 /3.33 /940 .5"3.4 
B-.3s-c /06Z 0.75 3 93.8 S/.69 /. /0 46.S .21.3 3'07 
/Z8.Z 99.31 9. 71 92./ 4-0.9 
157.9 /5200 /!9S /4cJ.7 62.7 
B-.37-.6 ICJ6Z 0.7.S 4 .9/ s .5Z,Z3 69.3 46.3 .e/.6 3.08 
/Z5.Z. /0/.38 9.48 87,s 41.8 
/.58-0 /GZ.SS //.97 ;4/.Z 67.0 
8-40-8 !06Z 075' 5 !JZ.8 43.76 7o3 47.6 .Zti.5 3.oz 
/.3'/. 8 /Cl.40 991 97./ 4-1.8 
/66./ /61 . .38 /Z . .58 /56.7 66.6 B-s,g /06Z 0.7S 8 /08.4 5/.45 8.ZI ~S.4 Zl.z.. Z.98 
/4G,3 9S,IO II o.!J 120.6 39.z.. 
/BZ.6 /485.9 13,8Z /90,0 61.Z 
TABLE /(/") 
NuMBER 0.RIGINAL REAOl..VCiS /.'ELOCITIES 
Ru JV OlsK .5PACER OF SQVARED 70rAL. Err£CT!VE 
WOM'BER 0JAMETE.R O!AMETER SPACERS Ao11- /(EAD Cw;>RECTEO HEAD LEN6T# 
/nc'4es inches lb%. Cn?.s. /% f:?fe,l It or feet". n-?1n. or 1(9. sec:. Wctt"~r 
8-67 /249 ~7S z 170 . .Z8 .3.0S 
//5,(;,Z 
B-G8 IZ49 0.7S 3 Z4o s8.96 5.4.3 Z.9.4- .(4.3 3.05 
3/. 0 94.21 6 . .96 48.4 38.8 
37. 7 /.383Z. 8.41 7o.7 56.9 
41.9 /72.9Z 9 . .3S 8/'.4 71./ 
.B-69 /249 ~75 4 Z46 .Sb'.33 .?.47 Z9 . .9 Z3.Z 3.08 
33.3 /OZ.BS 74Z- ss-o 4Z.4 
438 174.03 9.70 94:1 71.7 
.?8.G 74-"Z 6.3S 4tJ.3 jtJ,6 
3;7.Z 1zs:so· 8.ZI 67.4 .5/. 7 
413 /.54.90 9.14 83.4- 63.8 
B-70 /Z49 07S 5 zsz .5?;, 30 S.65 31.9 Z3.;;z.. 3.0Z 
34.Z /003/ 7.64- S8.4- 4-/. 3 
396 /34/9 B.77 76.9 ~3 
445 17/.31 988 9;7.6 7tJ.S 
B-71 IZ49 0.7S 6 ,Z44 S4,,cz S.4/ 29.9 2.Z.4- S.08 
.33,9 98.87 7.S7 57..5' 4o.? 
4CJ3 /38.9Z .9 .JO 81.0 .57./ 
4.S: I 17.Z./8 /0.00 100. o ?o.9 
CJ-7.Z /24.9 07S 8 284- ~/O G . .33 4al z+.o Z.98 
380 /00.58 8.48 7/.9 41. 4-
+f:g /38.Z6 9..94- 98.8 56.!J 
5~.4 17Z. 18 //./.9 /LS.Z 70. !J 
78 
UPPER L1M1r or- riR.sr ff PE LoweR LIMIT OF JeeoNo 7YPE 
SPACERS 
IN.sH P/CrURE ..5PACER.S P/Crl/RE /VVM8El1 .SIZE *,. 7_,A .,, 36 A 4 I ,, z:: ff#" 72 B 4 76 A 5 7" ,., ,, 
78" SLA 4 S.3 B 5 
I ,, 
""'E ff'' 60 B .3 61 A 4 +:' 
-z4BL£ ff LJMITS or CHARAC T£R1sr1c A.ow ffP£S. 
